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Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @heartisinparis: Really need some last ditch ideas to keep me out of the ER with this #migraine. I’m contemplating going but keep
remin…

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! Being in a flare & unprepared, I thought this suggestion to chat about how #migraine makes us *seem*
unreliable & the resulting emotional toll was relevant. It’s partly a combo of past chats. Preview questions & chat tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton I have a Telehealth appointment the same time as #MigraineChat, but I'll catch it later.  

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Belated reminder for the August 2nd #MigraineChat (1p ET)! Working off a suggestion by @enignosos (hopefully I
hit the ma… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MigraineSummit: Be sure to join in on the monthly #MigraineChat to learn from and to share your experience with others in our
community… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! Being in a flare & unprepared, I thought this suggestion to chat about how #migraine
makes us… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Pinning this in one spot: - #MigraineChat page w/Qs, tips & transcripts: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop - MigraineChat is
on 1st… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: A few other tips: - Search the #MigraineChatQA/#MigraineChat hashtags periodically. I'll retweet, but sometimes
get behind… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Do you ever get tripped up by acronyms used in #MigraineChat during chats or in retweeted questions or
conversations? I ha… 

#migrainechat Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #migrainechat  hashtag.  

Mon, August 2nd 2021, 9:55AM  – Wed, August 4th 2021, 11:55PM  (America/New_York).  
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If this is your first
chat, take a moment to review some tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here with me today? Introduce yourself (only if you want). I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host, and admittedly I’m in a flare - of
everything - and not doing great. I won’t be engaging much today and am not as prepared as usual. My apologies. 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here with me today? Introduce yourself (only if you want). I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host, and
admittedly I’m i… 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If this… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If this… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If this… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here with me today? Introduce yourself (only if you want). I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host, and
admittedly I’m i… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, I’ll share two tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in all tweets to make following the conversation easier & so tweets
are included in the transcript. (2) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hello I’m here everything hurts #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton I’m with you: in pain. Sorry you’re have a migraine attack right now. ♥  #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: While intros continue, I’ll share two tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in all tweets to make following the conversation
e… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Standing reminders that: (1) Twitter is a public forum, so keep that in mind as you answer. (2) Please don’t use GIFs or flashing
media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Standing reminders that: (1) Twitter is a public forum, so keep that in mind as you answer. (2) Please don’t use
GIFs o…
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respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton Hi everyone, I'm here and this is actually my 1st real #MigraineChat, I usually just wander in by mistake! 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton Golden Girls Quotes here (I keep my real name anonymous on this account). My migraines have been quiet the past
couple of months. I'm simultaneously glad and spooked because I had to go off my preventative, due to insurance incompatibility.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#Migraine attacks are unpredictable. That makes us *seem* unreliable; as employees, friends, parents, partners, etc. But it isn’t us. It
is the disease. Let’s chat about ways we communicate and accommodate this, and deal with the emotional fall out. #MigraineChat 

I slapped Greg Abbott & Ouiser Boudreaux  @nwayne66 
RT @beth_morton: Standing reminders that: (1) Twitter is a public forum, so keep that in mind as you answer. (2) Please don’t use
GIFs o…

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton I appreciate this Beth, but I think I speak for the other people in the community when I say that you shouldn't feel
pressure to organize #migrainechat as scheduled if you need to take care of you.  

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine attacks are unpredictable. That makes us *seem* unreliable; as employees, friends, parents, partners,
etc. But… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@enignosos Welcome to your first #MigraineChat!! I’m not top of my game today, so apologies. It’s an appropriate topic and inspired
by your suggestion!  

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine attacks are unpredictable. That makes us *seem* unreliable; as employees, friends, parents, partners,
etc. But… 

Joanna (ze/zir/zey)  @jm_rives 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here with me today? Introduce yourself (only if you want). I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host, and
admittedly I’m i… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
Agreed! #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat  @InAutistic 
My migraine, system flare-nos, and I are here for #MigraineChat 

Joanna (ze/zir/zey)  @jm_rives 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine attacks are unpredictable. That makes us *seem* unreliable; as employees, friends, parents, partners,
etc. But… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @enignosos Welcome to your first #MigraineChat!! I’m not top of my game today, so apologies. It’s an appropriate
topic and… 
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Joanna (ze/zir/zey)  @jm_rives 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If this… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Has #migraine impacted work or school for you? Do you have any tips for managing the unpredictability of migraine at work or
school (e.g., life hacks, accommodations)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/lbb0zIIt9q 

jennifer wright @strangetimespdx 
@beth_morton Hi all- This is my first #migrainechat! Really appreciate everyone's time/energy on here. I'm in the middle of weaning
myself off a med that was prescribed for migraine (and did not help) and it's surprisingly intense. 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Has #migraine impacted work or school for you? Do you have any tips for managing the unpredictability of
migraine at w… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. Yes my migraines got so severe that even with reducing work to 2 1/2 shifts a week I still spent every other hour in
too much pain to function. I left school and work in 2018 and am on disability. Sometimes no amount of accommodation can help.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AdriaCL1 I very much appreciate the permission to reschedule or cancel.  But I’m currently tweeting from my iPad in bed, so this
is manageable for now. And prep was minimal this month! #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat  @InAutistic 
A1. I default to push through what I can and hide when I can’t. Not the best strategy I admit, but my supervisor also has migraines so
she gets it. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie, in the UK. I'm here for A games, B games or even Z games. Whatever any of us can bring. #MigraineChat 

Helen Stansfield @LogicallyBlonde 
@beth_morton Hi, I'm Helen. Joining #migrainechat for the first time. I'm in the UK. Sorry you are having an attack right now Beth. I've
suffered sporadic migraines since I was 13, but have turned into more regular and now pretty much daily migraines over the last few
months, not clear why. 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A1: Since a 2-year intractable migraine and then the pandemic, I’ve been at home. Anything I do has to be from home. During a
migraine attack, it has to be from bed. My iPad has been a lifesaver #MigraineChat 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton I think this is Q1. A1: I find I have different templates for dif audiences. Family is easy I can just say I have a bleeping
migraine and they know. Good friends it's the same. Work is tricky. I'm afraid if they know how much I get them it will be held against
me. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A1. Yes my migraines got so severe that even with reducing work to 2 1/2 shifts a week I still
spent every… 
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distracted black cat  @InAutistic 
@beth_morton @AdriaCL1 Tweeting from a pillow filled couch. Solidarity. #migrainechat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton So sorry to hear that. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @enignosos: @beth_morton I think this is Q1. A1: I find I have different templates for dif audiences. Family is easy I can just say I
ha… 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@Alexandria_SZ Curious hope you prop it up? I have a stand I adore but reaching up to type/tap ends up with cold numb fingers.
#migrainechat 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton I'm starting a new job this month and I asked for accommodations up front this time. So I'm allowed to leave
environments with sensory stimulation I can't tolerate and I can do things over Zoom that usually are supposed to be done in person.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. I hate to say but yes to the first question and no to the second. Sustainable solutions are hard to find. #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton Hello! This is my first #migrainechat!I’ve only recently learned of the migraine community on Twitter, but already have
found it quite welcoming. I’m sorry you are in a flare Beth. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Do you have friends who understand that #migraine affects your ability to make and keep plans? Share some of your tips that
help you maintain social connections with migraine. #MigraineChat https://t.co/7CdWziLSlf 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: chronic migraine kept me from archaeology field work in school. Now, it means I have to WFH or I can't work. I do
a lot of work from my bed, with dim light, and taking breaks to stay hydrated & rest with an ice pack. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ecstillwell I’m happy to see so many new faces to #MigraineChat this month. But it’s always a little weird to welcome you into this
community, you know? Glad you found us, but wish it weren’t for migraine! 

Cristina Contesti, CMP @CrisContesti 
@beth_morton It's not easy that is for sure. I spend a lot of time educating people which I don't mind, just wish there was more
information out there. #migrainechat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@InAutistic I have a laptop stand /pillowy-thing with a hard tp that I rest against my bent knees. Then I lean the iPad against that. It’s
not as good as the laptop for typing, but so far no laptop maker or stand maker has dealt with accessories for disabled people.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@enignosos This is excellent! I hope it goes well. Good luck! #MigraineChat

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A1. I hate to say but yes to the first question and no to the second. Sustainable solutions are hard to find.
#MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
A2. My friends are really accommodating of my tendency to rsvp yes then text that morning saying “yeah, nope, migraine!” But I’m
also just not very social and Don’t go out much. #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: not really. They understand when it comes to just brunch or something, but not for big plans like concerts,
weddings, etc. They don't seem to understand that my migraine doesn't care how big an event is. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: chronic migraine kept me from archaeology field work in school. Now, it means I have to WFH
or I can't work… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Do you have friends who understand that #migraine affects your ability to make and keep plans? Share some
of your ti… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. Being honest and buiding a back-up into your plans can be really helpful but both are easier said than done. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A2: not really. They understand when it comes to just brunch or something, but not for big plans
like concerts,… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @InAutistic: A2. My friends are really accommodating of my tendency to rsvp yes then text that morning saying “yeah, nope,
migraine!” Bu… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A2. Being honest and buiding a back-up into your plans can be really helpful but both are easier said than done.
#MigraineC… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @InAutistic I have a laptop stand /pillowy-thing with a hard tp that I rest against my bent knees. Then I lean the
iPad… 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A1. Yes, they have impacted my attendance at work if I wake up with one or am kept up at night by one. Sometimes
they strike at work, and my productivity is shot for the rest of the day. I also worry about the safety of me driving home. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @GoldenGirls85: @beth_morton A1. Yes, they have impacted my attendance at work if I wake up with one or am kept up at night
by one. Some… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2 honestly almost all of my friends have migraine or jobs that tire them out so the key is good communication and
making flexible plans where we don’t feel bad if we make adjustments. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@LogicallyBlonde Hi Helen! Welcome to #MigraineChat. The change in migraine frequency can be so frustrating. Let us know how/if
we can help. My pinned tweet explains how folks use the hashtag all month and there’s a link to a Discord group that is a bit more
private. 

Janet Money @believethewomen 
@beth_morton A1 yes but less since, thanks to pandemic, I've worked from home 17 months and counting. No more hoping meds will
work before arriving at overly lit, unergonomic workplace beset with fragrance. If I need to take an hr break 4 meds to kick in I usually
can. #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@Alexandria_SZ I know what you mean. I have one of those. I usually either use my iPad with the magic keyboard attached on my
lap or this stand overhead with a Bluetooth keyboard in my lap #migrainechat https://t.co/Ws6S3avRpt 

Mae-Be Exhausted @MaeExhausted 
A1: I get these weird migraines at the base of my skull/neck that can knock me out for a few hours to a few days. The nausea &
dizziness is so severe I can't do much but lie still in bed. I was already at home & not working so it's "easier" for me to adjust my life
but it's awful 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@CrisContesti We should brainstorm what info would help and either see if we can find it or create it (I’m volunteering myself. I have
some ideas). Feel free to DM me if you think of gaps. #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@GoldenGirls85 @beth_morton That last part of a big issue for me. Because my rescue meds can make me foggy too. Feels like no
good options! #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Mmm yes. I have a wedding I just got invited to and I’m very unsure if I should even try and go
#MigraineChat 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton The older I get the easier this is, sadly because my friends are all developing health problems. It's like I can see the
lightbulb go off the first time they have to cancel something. Sometimes pushing thru is not an option. I hate that this is what it took
though. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Parenting takes much focus. For those who are or wish(ed) to become parents, what are some of the biggest ways #migraine has
impacted your parenting or parenting plans? #MigraineChat https://t.co/3kZYof4y4K 

Janet Money @believethewomen 
@beth_morton A2 Yes. If they don't get that, we won't stay friends. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@enignosos This is SO true! #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A2 honestly almost all of my friends have migraine or jobs that tire them out so the key is
good communicat… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @believethewomen: @beth_morton A1 yes but less since, thanks to pandemic, I've worked from home 17 months and counting.
No more hoping m… 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton A2: possible silver lining here is that my friends tend to be really understanding and cool people because the only
ones that stick around are those who care enough about me. So, no fair-weather friends in my life, which is pretty awesome.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. I never wanted kids so from that perspective a lot of folks really rag on me in response to those questions with
things like “oh yeah wouldn’t want to pass that down to children” which has absolutely nothing to do with my choice to remain
childless. #MigraineChat 

Mae-Be Exhausted @MaeExhausted 
A2: It's mixed. I have few real friends outside my nuclear family. It's the price of 20 yrs of chronic illness in our home. I rarely make
plans. Occasionally someone will make a snide comment about me not being able to do lunch or canceling something. 1/ 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@InAutistic Wowza! Do you have one of these? It looks perfect! #MigraineChat 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@believethewomen @beth_morton Exactly! It weeds out people I'm probably not compatible with anyway. #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Definite mood. Fortunately There are enough people in my life who are childfree for one reason or
another so it doesn’t come up too often. Mostly my in laws #migrainechat 
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Mae-Be Exhausted @MaeExhausted 
A3: Became disabled after having my children. I was already at home full-time caregiving medically fragile children. In some ways that
has made me & all of us in the home more flexible when we are sick or down for a few days. It's just normal for our home. (Sad but a
perk) 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@Alexandria_SZ That’s the one I own and is holding my 12.9 inch first gen iPad Pro as we speak. (The only stand I could find that
sports the size of that model! #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ecstillwell I was the same. Honestly, I think it was partly because I wasn’t aware how bad it could get so I didn’t know not to push
myself. I just though a medication would work and I’d get better... now five years later. Sigh. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@InAutistic @beth_morton Yup. It definitely comes mostly from strangers or when I first meet folks. I’m glad my parents have
supported me in this area my whole life. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Parenting takes much focus. For those who are or wish(ed) to become parents, what are some of the biggest
ways #migrai… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@enignosos @beth_morton Oh surely they would. Even if we don’t notice it eugenics is still very strong in most people’s minds.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@GoldenGirls85 @beth_morton The driving was always the scariest part when I worked outside the home. I could manage the work
while sitting at my desk, but I was always terrified I'd space out or get double vision from migraine on the drive home. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A3. Thinking about this from an auntie perspective, it would be good to be able to offer childcare without wondering if you are going to
have to put out an SOS at the last minute. #MigraineChat 

Tricia @heartisinparis 
@beth_morton Hi! First #MigraineChat… excited to be here and just found this by accident while scrolling through. I’ll be in and out as
I run to the bathroom and vomit my brains out periodically from my migraine  

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton A3: If you count parenting rescue animals, I’m a mom! When I have a migraine, I can’t take the babies to the doctor.
Annual exams can be rescheduled but emergencies can’t. That’s hard. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. #Migraine can alter many life plans. Has it changed any of yours? If it’s not too hard to talk about, can you share which plans of
yours have changed and how you cope with that loss? #MigraineChat https://t.co/RlJM0nXwdD 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton A3. Being a parent w/ migraines is a really mixed bag. He literally is my #1 source of joy and the #1 reason why I have
aggressively pursued treatment since having him. But my lowest lows are all related to missing being with him when migraines
prevent it 😥. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Ouch. Sometimes people can be so insensitive 😕 #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@ecstillwell @beth_morton You’re telling my story. Mine went chronic about about 2 years ago after 20 years of just pushing through
the episodic ones while teaching. Still working (for now) and trying to learn to be better about self care! #migrainechat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@InAutistic I have it in my cart! Thank you 💜 #MigraineChat 
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Mae-Be Exhausted @MaeExhausted 
A4: Because I haven't worked in a financially meaningful way in 20 years & no end in sight, our retirement is looking bleak. My
husband may work til he's dead & that breaks my heart. I always envisioned a fun retirement w/ trips ... kinda like my boomer parents
are enjoying. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@heartisinparis Ooof, you can always answer later. Please rest if you need it! 💜 We are flexible here in #MigraineChat (saying this
from my bed pillow fort). 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @ecstillwell I was the same. Honestly, I think it was partly because I wasn’t aware how bad it could get so I didn’t
know… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @InAutistic @beth_morton Yup. It definitely comes mostly from strangers or when I first meet folks. I’m glad
my parents… 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@MaeNena73 @GoldenGirls85 @beth_morton I have spent my career working with disabled children. You can’t afford to be space
when you’re doing that (Though I was pretty gods at faking it!) #migrainechat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @GoldenGirls85 @beth_morton The driving was always the scariest part when I worked outside the home. I could
manage the work… 

Nadia Buiter @nadia_buiter 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. #Migraine can alter many life plans. Has it changed any of yours? If it’s not too hard to talk about, can you
share wh… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A3. Thinking about this from an auntie perspective, it would be good to be able to offer childcare without wondering if
you… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @beth_morton A3: If you count parenting rescue animals, I’m a mom! When I have a migraine, I can’t take the
babies to th… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ Ha, yup! I had to plan what days I took my acute meds this week so that I can take my cat to her annual exam
tomorrow. It’s been scheduled for 3 mos. I’m not missing it. But that is partly why today is so bad. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. #Migraine can alter many life plans. Has it changed any of yours? If it’s not too hard to talk about, can you
share wh… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @enignosos: @beth_morton A3. Being a parent w/ migraines is a really mixed bag. He literally is my #1 source of joy and the #1
reason wh… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: 1st plan: ballerina, but I went chronic. I later went back to dance as a hobby. 2nd plan: archaeologist, but field
work is intensely ableist. I worked in a bone lab for a while. I still feel the loss of both, but I'm also content to not have my job be my
life. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @InAutistic: @ecstillwell @beth_morton You’re telling my story. Mine went chronic about about 2 years ago after 20 years of just
pushing… 
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Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @heartisinparis Ooof, you can always answer later. Please rest if you need it! 💜 We are flexible here in
#MigraineChat (sa… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @Alexandria_SZ Ha, yup! I had to plan what days I took my acute meds this week so that I can take my cat to her
annual exa… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A4. I'm not much of a planner and I always thought that's just how I was but sometimes I wonder if it's another aspect of me that's
been shaped by migraine. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. It’s complicated. My whole life got ripped away from me before I was 20 but at the same time I get to really
discover things I enjoy and value without prioritizing capitalism and comparing my worth to what I can produce. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton I hear you. I’ll actually be moving closer to the grocery, vet’s, etc shortly, but even then… not sure if I could convince
anyone to pick up the kids for appointments. #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@beth_morton @Alexandria_SZ Mood. Yesterday was a find a spoon, use a spoon day. Enough strength to pluck the shredding
rabbit, no out more then crash. Enough energy to trim toenails? Do it and crash. And so on #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4 cont. that said I still have found ways to use my design education in my life now and I hope eventually I’ll be able to
carve my own path for myself on my own terms. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A4. I'm not much of a planner and I always thought that's just how I was but sometimes I wonder if it's another aspect
of m… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A4: 1st plan: ballerina, but I went chronic. I later went back to dance as a hobby. 2nd plan:
archaeologist, bu… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @InAutistic: @beth_morton @Alexandria_SZ Mood. Yesterday was a find a spoon, use a spoon day. Enough strength to pluck the
shredding rab… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@fabriKatie That’s so interesting! While I was still in school I found migraine was one of the reasons I was such a planner. Wild how it
can be so different for each of us #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
A3. I have other health issues on top of migraine and let’s just say things are in flux (because uncertainty is an artistic favorite thing /s)
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A4: Basically everything…job, career, relationships, etc. NGL, sometimes I get overwhelmed; my illness has been
really life-upending. But I do try to ground myself in the things I’m grateful for, the “small” joys, the people who’ve stood by/really
shown up for me. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @InAutistic: A3. I have other health issues on top of migraine and let’s just say things are in flux (because uncertainty is an
artistic… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @beth_morton I hear you. I’ll actually be moving closer to the grocery, vet’s, etc shortly, but even then… not
sure if I… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4. It’s complicated. My whole life got ripped away from me before I was 20 but at the same
time I get to r… 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@InAutistic Yes the other health stuff makes it all so much more complicated. It’s like they compete for what gets treatment and what
flares. It’s exhausting and so hard to plan #MigraineChat 

Nadia Buiter @nadia_buiter 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If this… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Maybe there isn’t a silver lining for everyone. That’s okay. However, living with #migraine requires flexibility and strength (more
than we should need). Have you gotten anything positive out of life with migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/NwPWBiCgG5 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton A4. Everything is scaled back & nothing is done in accordance w/ my personality traits. I'm a super focused work
obsessed type of person. This forces me to behave like someone who is wishy-washy & not that into her work. This conflict drives a
lot of my guilt/angst. #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
Oops. Autistic not artistic in case it wasn’t obvious from context or you know my username! #migrainechat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@HemingwayMuse And they are horrible at taking turns! When one flares, is like they all compete for a bit of the action.
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@enignosos This is so relatable. I think this is where some of my anxiety comes from - not being able to do things the way or to the
level I used to. If that makes sense. #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A4: Basically everything…job, career, relationships, etc. NGL, sometimes I get overwhelmed; my
illness has be… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5 a couple dozen houseplants and much deeper relationships with people I meet. I don’t have time for surface level
crap and that’s made my life much richer #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A4: I bought a house on a mountain, pretty isolated, on lots of land, because I thought I’d always be sharing it with my guy. The 2-year
intractable migraine blew that up, so, after months of grieving, I’ll be moving. I mean, if I could change migraine disorder…
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: I learned how to prioritize my life, including what I'm really passionate about. That turns out to be caring for dogs,
reading, & writing. All of which I can still do, with modifications, but fully appreciate now. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A4: Basically everything…job, career, relationships, etc. NGL, sometimes I get overwhelmed; my
illness has be… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@enignosos @beth_morton THIS. I’ve been feeling low lately and my biggest thing used to be getting all dolled up and having my
personality shine that way. I just don’t have the energy for it and it’s heartbreaking losing that part of myself #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@InAutistic @HemingwayMuse This is me this week! The chronic illness flare Olympics. All events happening now! #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Maybe there isn’t a silver lining for everyone. That’s okay. However, living with #migraine requires flexibility
and… 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton @InAutistic Rumor has it medal winners get cash bonuses… so hey maybe we might get a reward 😅 #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A5: Compassion. Patience. For myself and for others. #MigraineChat 

respect.ME @enignosos 
@beth_morton AT. Yes! I've been limited in work, travel, etc so instead I work really hard on developing my mind. I've become v.
interested in the nature of consciousness, meditation, states of mind, stoicism and other philosophies. I would have been "too busy" to
do this. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A5 a couple dozen houseplants and much deeper relationships with people I meet. I don’t
have time for surfa… 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
RT @beth_morton: @InAutistic @HemingwayMuse This is me this week! The chronic illness flare Olympics. All events happening
now! #MigraineCh… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A5: I learned how to prioritize my life, including what I'm really passionate about. That turns out to
be carin… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse @InAutistic I think I just want the personal trainer, ice bath, KT tape, and all the other PT type resources the
athletes have. 😂 #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @InAutistic @HemingwayMuse This is me this week! The chronic illness flare Olympics. All events happening
now! #MigraineCh… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5. Increased awareness, heightened empathy and a dark sense of humour? #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @enignosos @beth_morton THIS. I’ve been feeling low lately and my biggest thing used to be getting all
dolled up and hav… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @enignosos: @beth_morton AT. Yes! I've been limited in work, travel, etc so instead I work really hard on developing my mind.
I've becom… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton @InAutistic I feel that. I’m on my way to PT any minute now #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A5. Increased awareness, heightened empathy and a dark sense of humour? #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A1 it certainly has, one of the big factors in choosing to work for myself was the unpredictability of migraine attacks and the need to be
able to set my own schedule. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: A1 it certainly has, one of the big factors in choosing to work for myself was the unpredictability of migraine
attacks… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton For all the new folks - I've been a migraineur for 20+ years: Vestibular migraine; Migraine w brainstem aura (MBA);
hemiplegic migraine. Welcome to #MigraineChat! 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@strangetimespdx @beth_morton Migraine really does force us to adopt a sort of "work smarter, not harder" mentality. We need
adaptability on the fly & a high level of efficiency to not waste our precious energy. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @strangetimespdx @beth_morton Migraine really does force us to adopt a sort of "work smarter, not harder"
mentality. We need… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. Let’s end by sharing tips, tools and resources that help us get through these and any situations that are unpredictable and
emotional. What are some ways to stay present, and avoid self-blame or guilt, etc.? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ua9KYjyZsk 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@TSBsLTR Day 6? 7? My tracker knows. Really month 3 of not getting more than 24 hour breaks between them and rarely that long.
#migrainechat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Let’s end by sharing tips, tools and resources that help us get through these and any situations that are
unpredictabl… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A5: Chronic illness forced me to strip away how I define myself by external elements & focus on what really makes me
*me* I feel like I grew a lot as a person. I def can’t “do” as much as I used to, but I’ve developed deeper relationships. And I’m
adaptable as hell. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MaeNena73: @strangetimespdx @beth_morton Migraine really does force us to adopt a sort of "work smarter, not harder"
mentality. We need… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A2 as my number of attacks and some of my other chronic illnesses have had more impact, the people who understand this are the
people who continue to be in my life. It has been helpful having plans flexible enough to accommodate what I’m up to on the day.
#MigraineChat 

jennifer wright @strangetimespdx 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Totally! I def feel like I approach my windows of feeling good and productive with both a tentativeness
but also a desire to utilize that time as smartly possible. (tentative as, who knows how long it will last!) #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Best of luck! I have an recall next week at a new PT who cleaned to be more familiar with
hypermobility issues than my last one. #migrainechat. 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A5: Chronic illness forced me to strip away how I define myself by external elements & focus on
what really m… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 honestly I’m of the belief that it’s good to sit with and feel our emotions. It helps to have someone to talk to.
Houseplants also can be grounding. But sometimes it’s okay to just not be okay and ask for extra support in those times. Asking is the
hardest part #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton We’ll just blame the migraines for the autocorrect fails in that tweet, okay? It can take it! 
#migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A4: Not to sound obnoxious, but I was able to continue my plans w migraine. It wasn't until I *also* had MCAS that my
plans blew up, and I eventually had to withdraw from my PhD due to my conditions *and lack of accommodation.* #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6 honestly I’m of the belief that it’s good to sit with and feel our emotions. It helps to have
someone to… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Asking is hard. Asking in really specific ways and getting what we need is hard. Especially with ongoing (chronic)
illness, right? #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@InAutistic @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton 😂 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Yes yes yes yes a million times yes. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A3 I never wanted children for reasons completely unconnected to any of my disabilities but the number of people who assume that
connection is startling. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @HemingwayMuse Asking is hard. Asking in really specific ways and getting what we need is hard. Especially
with ongoing (c… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse So very hard #MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: A3 I never wanted children for reasons completely unconnected to any of my disabilities but the number of people
who ass… 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
RT @grrlintersect: A3 I never wanted children for reasons completely unconnected to any of my disabilities but the number of people
who ass… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. I have a "rainy day" list of low-effort activities for when I'm feeling rubbish. Logically, I know that a day doesn't have to be
productive to have value but when my internalised ableism wins, having things to do makes me feel a little bit better about myself.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: We know attacks will happen when we're feeling good, bad, or blah. If we know they're not our fault when we're
blah, we need to remember they're not our fault when we're upset either. I find sitting outside helps me ground & release self-blame.
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1: In grad school, I just sucked it up. I didn't know about accommodation, & only asked for one during my comps - I
requested a room without fluorescent lighting. And I wore a hat everywhere to deal with fluorescent lights - in the classrooms -
everywhere. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: Any last thoughts? Questions? Topics we didn’t cover in today’s #MigraineChat? I just want to say that one of my silver linings of
#migraine is this chat every month. I’m so thankful you all show up and that so many new faces came this month. 💜 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
Thank you for another great #MigraineChat @beth_morton . Hope the migraine attack subsides shortly. And I’m guessing I’m not the
only one who appreciates the work you do for the chat each month. ♥  

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. I have a "rainy day" list of low-effort activities for when I'm feeling rubbish. Logically, I know that a day doesn't h… 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A6: We know attacks will happen when we're feeling good, bad, or blah. If we know they're not our
fault when we… 
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Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. I have a "rainy day" list of low-effort activities for when I'm feeling rubbish. Logically, I know that a day doesn't h… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A4 it has shaped how I have chosen to pursue my career, but definitely a factor in choosing not to pursue finishing my masters, I just
couldn’t do it even though I wanted the degree knowing that I didn’t want the academic career I had planned to get the degree for,
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: CT: Any last thoughts? Questions? Topics we didn’t cover in today’s #MigraineChat? I just want to say that one of
my silv… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie I love this idea! Even if you don’t think of it as being productive, but just distractions? #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A6: We know attacks will happen when we're feeling good, bad, or blah. If we know they're not our
fault when we… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Just so thankful for you. Hope you can have a restful afternoon and feel alright getting the cat to the vet tomorrow 
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1: My family of origin is not accommodating/understanding at all. I just do what I have to do for my own health/safety.
They don't try to empathize & we don't talk about it. Most common phrase: "You *still* have migraines [sic]?" #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A5 I have learned and continue to learn the value of rest and migraine forces me to really consider what things are most important to
me and focus on doing those things because sometimes I won’t have energy for anything else. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton If it's not too patronising, I would like to say how lovely it's been to see such resilience coming through this past hour.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget - between chats: u Use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. Also, join the Discord #MigraineChat
to socialize, vent, & ask questions! When you enter, accept the rules and all other channels will become accessible.
https://t.co/gTVxhDXZK5 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @grrlintersect: A5 I have learned and continue to learn the value of rest and migraine forces me to really consider what things are
most… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1: I try to keep clear lines of communication open with Spousal Unit & to explain & apologize when pain makes me
snappy. They mostly understand that my conditions are dynamic & that I cannot commit to things in advance or may need to cancel
last minute. #migraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Totally! Plus, productive and/or distracting activities are so hard to think of in the moment so having them prepared is
really useful. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A6 remember that it’s OK to feel all of your feelings and to ask for support when you need it. It’s also OK to grieve all of the losses
that being sick takes from us. #MigraineChat 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
Has anyone tried Cefaley for chronic migraine? Worth it or snake oil? #migrainechat 
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respect.ME @enignosos 
RT @beth_morton: Don’t forget - between chats: u Use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. Also, join the
Discord… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@grrlintersect Absolutely. Setting boundaries and priorities based on what is important in your life now - with chronic illness - is so
important. And it will probably look different and that’s okay. But with limited energy, you’ll be happier! I’m still working on this.
#MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton Hope you start feeling better soon, Beth! Sorry to have missed the actual time for #MigraineChat, but this is Rachel in
Tacoma, also having a rough time recently because of doctors having no idea what to do with me. 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@InAutistic I didn’t love it but my allodynia made it uncomfortable for me. Same with other devices #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Seconded! Thanks for another valuable #MigraineChat. Take care. 

Elizabeth 💙PROTECT VOTING RIGHTS💙 Jennings @ejenningsauthor 
@beth_morton Hello! It’s also my first #migrainechat. I’m back to the drawing board, waiting on a cefaly order and researching corps
and specialists for my frequent migraines. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@fabriKatie I do the same! On those days, I also put a higher priority on basic daily chores like washing the dishes so I feel more
productive when I get them done. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1: I always had migraine meds in my desk at Grad school. Wore a hat/sunglasses as needed. Stayed hydrated w
water bottle. Sometimes slept (migraine coma) under my desk. [I had a teeny, tiny private office.] #MigraineChat 

Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A5 A positive I take is when I am ill with something else - Im like - I can sooo deal with this - because its not a
migraine! The strength it takes to live with migraine and pain everyday makes you strong in other parts of your life #MigraineChat 

Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Maybe there isn’t a silver lining for everyone. That’s okay. However, living with #migraine requires flexibility
and… 

Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. #Migraine can alter many life plans. Has it changed any of yours? If it’s not too hard to talk about, can you
share wh… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ejenningsauthor Welcome Elizabeth! We had a lot of new faces this month. Feel free to scroll through the #MigraineChat questions
and answers using the hashtag, add your thoughts, and let me/us know if we can help. My pinned tweets give some ways you can
engage all month long. 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1: Also, I have often worked with the fluorescent overhead lights OFF - even sometimes bringing in a lamp w
incandescent bulbs from home. Once, I had to tape the light switches to keep others from turning on the overhead lights over my
station. #MigraineChat 

Alice Rose (アリス・ローズ) @alicetheoboist 
@beth_morton @bennessb Hello also the first time I've found #MigraineChat , today i picked up like 3 new medications so we're
waiting to see if they do anything for the constant headache / drunk feeling ... who knows! (: 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton my vision issues are so weird that I can only listen to audiobooks. My #migraine started as daily, chronic, intractable,
right before I started law school. I fought my way through law school anyway, but I shouldn't have. I could only work as a lawyer for 2
yrs. #MigraineChat 
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Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton Q3 Wow this resonates so much . . . today is my sons 10th birthday the day my migraines started. Parenting &
migraine is challenging to say the least, the pain and the guilt #MigraineChat 

Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Parenting takes much focus. For those who are or wish(ed) to become parents, what are some of the biggest
ways #migrai… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton I'm so grateful for #MigraineChat. Chronic migraine is so isolating but I know I can come here & y'all just get it. 

Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Has #migraine impacted work or school for you? Do you have any tips for managing the unpredictability of
migraine at w… 

Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @InAutistic: @ecstillwell @beth_morton You’re telling my story. Mine went chronic about about 2 years ago after 20 years of just
pushing… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A2: Oof. I used to just suck it up & go anyway - the (unexpected) mariachi band at the Mexican restaurant while I had
a migraine was dreadful! One or two friends truly understand. Since I got much more ill, the rest have drifted away. My social life is
#NEISVoid now #MigraineChat 

Migraine Voices @migrainevoices 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6 honestly I’m of the belief that it’s good to sit with and feel our emotions. It helps to have
someone to… 

Migraine Voices @migrainevoices 
RT @grrlintersect: A6 remember that it’s OK to feel all of your feelings and to ask for support when you need it. It’s also OK to grieve
al… 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A5. Chronic illness has made me much more empathetic. It's made me realize that people who say they're sick almost
certainly are, & when medicine can't figure out what's wrong, that's medicine's fault. 1/ #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A5: Brutal honesty - in my early days of migraine, I felt like the experience deepened my faith in God. Now that I've
been stomped flat by MCAS & co., I am really struggling with my faith journey. Abled to Disabled = Am much more empathetic of
others' health needs. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton I think I always appreciated the many supportive people in my life, but I continue to feel very lucky to have so much
help and love. 2/2 #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Excellent point! It gave me the freedom to eliminate 😉 BS from my life. Save my energy for what
matters - eliminate the rest. #MigraineChat 

Mae-Be Exhausted @MaeExhausted 
A5: I appreciate the good days more. I have learned a lot of lessons about ableism & toxic positivity. I have gained more empathy for
others. 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse Asking in really specific ways and then *not* getting what we need is also hard. 💔 #MigraineChat 

Linsey K 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton I'm so grateful for #MigraineChat. Chronic migraine is so isolating but I know I can come here &
y'all just get… 
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One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton Yup. One day I was sitting in my office in the dark w migraine and EVERY person who walked in -
to MY office - turned on the light - did they think I wasn't aware it was off??? #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton Thank you for hosting #MigraineChat! It was so nice to connect with people. 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A3: Migraine definitely contributed to my decision not to become a parent. I think the year as a Topamax zombie was
the final straw. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@enignosos @beth_morton I love my #NEISVoid peeps - but I miss the life I used to have too. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine attacks are unpredictable. That makes us *seem* unreliable; as employees, friends, parents, partners,
etc. But… 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A5:Yes! During the investigations there was an accidental finding of a brain tumour which has now been successfully
removed. Plus I ad a change of carear which took me away from a cold dirty workshop. Plus u get 2 know who yr real friends are wen
ill health strikes #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2 Since I developed a headache condition back in 2003 I am now ONLY surrounded by family & friends who
understand my condition.Therefore if I am unable to catch up with friends they fully understand why. It is good to connect with others
with headache conditions. #MigraineChat 

Magnetic Mobility @MagneticMobili1 
My journey with Migraine - new blog post https://t.co/VRUOpArfgN #migrainechat #migraine #reallifestories #chronicillness

genderchaotic🔥⚧🌈 @genderchaos 
Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies you've noticed work
well for you? #NEISvoid #nausea #migrainechat

Yadi R 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton Hi. I’m Yadira. First timer at #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@jlms_qkw Yes! I have alt med/treatments slated as a #MigraineChat topic but I want to find a co-host (or two) who can help me
navigate this idea. Next month is already taking shape, so maybe this can be October and I’ll start poking around. 

🇯🇲UB=2NO1🇨🇦 SYNCHR↻N↺US #RLS Altheatreツ @TheBOSSofStress 
Add synchronicity advertisement #mentalhealth toss #thebossofstress #leadership #takeabow #FullClosure #Somatic #ChronicStress
#Boundaries #MigraineChat #BrainFog #SelfCompassion #laughnowcrylater #Taurus #mentaltoughness #twittertips
#PainManagement #HR #yogapractice #worldparty 

HumanResource by PartwellHR @HumanRe41270855 
RT @TheBOSSofStress: Add synchronicity advertisement #mentalhealth toss #thebossofstress #leadership #takeabow #FullClosure
#Somatic #Chron… 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
RT @InAutistic: Has anyone tried Cefaley for chronic migraine? Worth it or snake oil? #migrainechat 

Rui Li, PhD @Ralia779 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Has #migraine impacted work or school for you? Do you have any tips for managing the unpredictability of
migraine at w… 
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Nkosikhazi @Nkosikhazi 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Has #migraine impacted work or school for you? Do you have any tips for managing the unpredictability of
migraine at w… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
It's likely I got this idea from a previous #MigraineChat, so hat tip to all the other contributors! 

💚🌱 #CBDHour @cbd_hour 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine attacks are unpredictable. That makes us *seem* unreliable; as employees, friends, parents, partners,
etc. But… 

Good Health Centre @GHCLeeds 
Pain affects our lifestyle hugely - ever thought about getting advice or 'hands on' treatment from an osteopath to see if they may help
you? #osteopathy #osteopath #holistichealth #tuesdayvibe #support #help #streetlaneleeds #sportsinjuries #headaches
#migrainechat #homeworking https://t.co/gZxA0BG3QU 

SL RT Bota 🇱🇰 @SLRTBot 
RT @GHCLeeds: Pain affects our lifestyle hugely - ever thought about getting advice or 'hands on' treatment from an osteopath to
see if the… 

Cathy Crea    @cathycrea 
Insurance denied the meds my doctor ordered for me. Still waiting to hear what’s next. #MigraineChat #ChronicMigraine #NEISvoid 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

SpoopySpoonie @CommunismCatz
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Andy DeSantis RD MPH @AndyThaRD 
Struggle with migraine? Today's article is the first of what will ultimately be a 3-4 part series on migraine mitigation utilizing nutrition
and/or supplementation. Enjoy Part 1! https://t.co/8UHCvkXOhj #migrainechat 

ej זֹוַהר 💕🔮♿ 🐇 @EmmaJuliaJacobs 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Larissa Nascimento @L_Neuroscience 
Migraña con Aura: EEG y depresión cortical propagada (CSD). https://t.co/6wpsgYpHqD #migraña #migrainechat #migraine
#neuroscience #brain #EEG #depression 

StarDust949 @StarDust949 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Olmeca - Brain @OlmecaB 
RT @L_Neuroscience: Migraña con Aura: EEG y depresión cortical propagada (CSD). https://t.co/6wpsgYpHqD #migraña
#migrainechat #migraine #… 

Kristin 💉💉 mini2z(zee) @mini2z 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@kittenelephant Oh, we talked about this is the #MigraineChat Discord group. Let me see if I can remember who tried it (and I'll boost
it). 
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Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

#ShutdownTMX #StopLine3  @bellesapepper37 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

andrea in wonderland ♿  @annedraya 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @cathycrea: Insurance denied the meds my doctor ordered for me. Still waiting to hear what’s next. #MigraineChat
#ChronicMigraine #NEISv… 

Taylor 💙 @tailsbeth_ 
Swear my head just let out a sigh of relief at the rain coming down. Pressure headaches have made my forehead feel like it hasn't
relaxed in days. Like my eyebrows have been in a constant state of 'say what?!' 👀 #migrainechat #spoonie 

MigraineWarbler @MigraineWarbler 
Ginger biscuits and cold apples straight from the fridge! #nausea #migraine 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
Oh. Oh no. My brain just asked: "Since I'm not supposed to massage/rub/touch Botox injection sites for 24-48 hours, does that mean I
can't use my Cefaly then either?" #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @OneSickVet: Oh. Oh no. My brain just asked: "Since I'm not supposed to massage/rub/touch Botox injection sites for 24-48
hours, does th… 

Yadi R 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Forgot to tag 😬 

Yadi R 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A4. Many outings canceled, unable to enjoy trips to the fullest due to pain and the side effects of meds, issues at
work. Difficult to cope, but with time you learn to accept it and work your way around it #MigraineChat 

Savvy Co-op | #AskPatients @savvy_coop 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

thebriz @thebriz4 
Rizatriptan gives me chest pains and anxiety (but way less than sumatriptan). So chest pains and anxiety or migraine? #migrainechat
#NEISvoid 

fadra tedesco @318Fadra 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Kaidare @kaiorbai 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

bonnie @counselortro1 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
#NEISVoid - I have an unopened Cefaly (with the booklet & invoice). Would anyone be interested in purchasing it from me at a
reduced cost? #migraine #migrainechat 
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Disabled In Action @DIA_NewYork 
RT @genderchaos: Folks who routinely have mild nausea, especially from POTS or migraines, or alongside EDS, are there remedies
you've notic… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @renudhinakaran: #NEISVoid - I have an unopened Cefaly (with the booklet & invoice). Would anyone be interested in
purchasing it from me… 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @renudhinakaran: #NEISVoid - I have an unopened Cefaly (with the booklet & invoice). Would anyone be interested in
purchasing it from me… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @renudhinakaran: #NEISVoid - I have an unopened Cefaly (with the booklet & invoice). Would anyone be interested in
purchasing it from me… 

Liz Ohle @LizOhle
@beth_morton #migraineChat 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @renudhinakaran: #NEISVoid - I have an unopened Cefaly (with the booklet & invoice). Would anyone be interested in
purchasing it from me… 

Dr. Melody Kate Waring  @melodywaring 
Sometimes I remember I'm not teaching anymore and it's so sad. I got so much joy from teaching social work students. Teaching stats
was probs the highlight. Sorry for another kinda downer tweet from #MigraineChat / #ChronicPain / #NEISvoid land. But grateful for
solidarity. 

Dr Caitlin Yolland @COBYolland 
Have you ever experienced migraines? At the Centre for Mental Health @CogNeuro_SUT are currently studying aura experiences in
migraines. Please consider participating if you are 18+ and have experienced migraines. https://t.co/QmLnTzlk8E #MigraineChat
https://t.co/ikt5xMwGZE 

BIRD Events @BiRDEvents_ 
RT @COBYolland: Have you ever experienced migraines? At the Centre for Mental Health @CogNeuro_SUT are currently studying
aura experiences… 

Dr Eric Tan @ericjtan 
A short international survey on aura experiences associated with migraines. If you experience migraines, please consider completing
if you can. https://t.co/hswEyp8r9z Thanks heaps! @CogNeuro_SUT 

Dr Tamsyn VanRheenen @TamsynVR 
RT @COBYolland: Have you ever experienced migraines? At the Centre for Mental Health @CogNeuro_SUT are currently studying
aura experiences… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @renudhinakaran: #NEISVoid - I have an unopened Cefaly (with the booklet & invoice). Would anyone be interested in
purchasing it from me… 

distracted black cat 😷 @InAutistic 
RT @renudhinakaran: #NEISVoid - I have an unopened Cefaly (with the booklet & invoice). Would anyone be interested in
purchasing it from me… 

Cognitive Neuropsychiatry @ Swinburne @CogNeuro_SUT 
RT @COBYolland: Have you ever experienced migraines? At the Centre for Mental Health @CogNeuro_SUT are currently studying
aura experiences… 

Georgia Parkin, PhD @gparkinau 
RT @COBYolland: Have you ever experienced migraines? At the Centre for Mental Health @CogNeuro_SUT are currently studying
aura experiences… 
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